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TENNESSEE lJEPl\nTMENT OF AGrllCULTUnE
Division of Commodity Di5trihutioll
f:lIil1Qloll I\gr\culllll"1 Crllirr
nOli "UIi27, Mclrosr. St;,lIrm
N(lshville. Tennessee 37-20"

June

2~,

1986

M~. llelen L. Ashe, Director

Uethel A.M.E. Church Soup IUtchen
24()O r nrkvi P.W I\. vcnue
J{ noxville, Tennessee 37917
Denr Ms. Ashe:
We nre plen~p.d lo lcH you thnt Belhcl I\..IV1.E. Cllureh Sour Kitchen hn~ been nppro'lcd
to re~~i V0. us J).I\ donn led f ood~. E !wt osp.d is n copy of ()1Jr ex celt ted nr,reem ent w hi p.h
1\l1lsl hp. kf'pl for rp.vif!w hy npproprinle USJ)I\. nlld T(,lIllf';';'(lP. Dppnrtlllent of /\r;riclIllure
rf'pr('s('nlnlivps. Thi:. nr;re(,ITl(,lll will rcrnnin in errc(~t llS 1()1l~ ns the condition.:; nrc ll1~t
nnd ""til n Il~W nffipinl may ue oppointed either nt your ngcncy or the TDA Commodity
Distribution Division.
I\.s food~ uecomc nvnilnble, you will be notified by the food distributor in your re~ion;
lIncl<1lr:'y roodscrvic~ Distributors, Inc.
Topsidp. Honel at Alcon Highway
P. O. Box 14015
J.{floxville, Tennessee 37901
s houl d s lorl reeei vi

nrr

Group C foods im m edi 0 lcl y.

Y Oil fll1l:.l kf'rp IH.'t'\lrn lc records ur l he [ood YOll reed vc nlld usP.. C heel< your dr.1i vrry
rreript~ nr,nim:l your monthly l>i1lillK invoice.
If yon hnve nfly questions cOllcf!rnillr.
your drtivp.ry or hillinp:, plensr. conlnct Yo1.lr food distrihutor fir~l. We nre ~e"dil1~ YOII
n supply of IIIf)Iltllly rrpol'l rorlll~ (I)AC-:lO). This rrpnrl is lo ue (~ornpletcd nt t11r. end
(If cn~~h 11IOlll1l ill dllplienlc; aile ('o[lY is to be rclnillrd by you nltd one copy i~ to be
f orw nrdcd by the l cnlh (10 til) of lile f ollowi ng III olllh lo your TU A representn ti vc:
l\1r. ~John II. Carson
P. o. nox 573
Crossville, Tennessee 3B555

Tllp. form Ilns 1ll1111y rood~ listed. You will only r('pnrt lhose foods your Bg~I1Cy Itns
rcceiv('d .. YOIl SIHHlld report ollly wl101c cns('s, or hnr:~. Under column for 10s~, ~"i"
nlld lrnllsfcr, if YOIl Rhollld loose food for oily rensoll; fr(,p.7.f."'r fnilure, theft, etc., plp.nse
rccor'd lIli~ los~ ill thi~ column. From time to lirn~ trflll:.rcr~ nrc mnctC'! from one nr.f'llcy
to ollothcr uy permission [rom llle Commodity MOllitor in your nrea, if a transfer is

~ m-u'fj.{.on 06 "Be.tIte1.'fj " love. K.~tc.{lr.It" -U,

to

T'ltov..i..de a. /tot J1(l(t.Jr.i..6Iu.ng mea.t, cf n flltllg and
~('. ffm().6lup to .the needy, .6.{.ck, "~flf/ t -ill and
dOWII t'toddea e.ctcft week, t.ItVtebtj c·'t eel ( (lIg a. MIj
(1 ~ {lOpe and. '£0\.1(1. wlr.iJ.e .6pJtert(f.i.llq C1H~ 1Sf'S
.U . uVta.tUtg gO.6pe1. tltllough woltd and de.e.d.

r
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"EVERYBODY IS ":'(;OV'S SOMEBODY"
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JUNE · 2~ 1989
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EBASTIAN D,ORTCH ;: ~ "
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:ast 'Knoxville' is ,htirting~ And ; Hele'n\~sh~': ' "
:win/ Ellen Tumer;!know' it .2i.,;;)!~?i!<'l) }d t j:;rl,j\ '.
'hey :have se'er{scores ~of jobles~ jme~,!squan . '
! sucking beer;from 'containers in ·brown' ...... ·. . "'·..··" :';
:s. They have heard · elderlv ;." ,.yornelil-·,v;iSI1 ~ tllev.

w'some ' , ,.'

:h~Y'.,nia· v:e ' w~t~:neCl>~:ot., ·htiq!l;6P~~h·"'oo:("o:~,.c~ If~~c."·':1~·

sry','
.. . , '
doors . of ' their , · ~it~·h~~n~~~ig~~·f;fir~lilk;~;i.A~;h~~~iihd
ner, both 64, have: beeh:there .for 'those 'people o':
have sought'nothing"iri ·retu'rn> .,
' , ',' :,.,
;Our theme · isev~.rybo~y.'is ',God's somebody:.\:·
that's how we:treat;,·people,:~" As~e:, says."We,:::'
e brought' up .to· , ~about " ..
" \' " :~."'.'~/:, : , :r-:>
fhe sisters '.
,Kitchen/ a'" ,

\:~tU~~R~~~~~i~~~~~~~~g~~~~~~~~~~:

) people ate that day. Since.· then,
n fed.
.'
[he kitchen relies on the .feder.al 'surplu&food. :
gra!l1; ·doriati6n's ,t!aI!a r:PQv~tle ~ supPbneI-¥,~;in\:'l.
jing Lynn 'Dlmcart~~\\rife ~ otRep.:.!J:ohn~ J . ",~
,Jr., R-Tenn., who was helping serve
". '
ncan says ,her ~.husba'nd's,:, office ' ..
rking ?n six. · p~ss~bie;~~f~h,~:f~( ~ ... " .' "
The kItchen also . hasth¢lp,ed -::peop'l~~, find}.l
'
nes and, " m~s~ ! ~mpot~!1tly'~.! 19Xe.-: i~t,ar))
eless world. "·' . ~ ~ -f " ," " ' ; ' ; .,,~I ,'li;.) ...... '~d ,"
The sisters admit the work is hard:Botltw&nl~i{,'
re nurses at the University 'of ·TennesSe'e 'Medi~~\t~ ~ter, ,
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" rye ', an ,ass,?cIate',pastor ,there who :adYlSed
"
;.' ~ 1 ' .. ~ginning: a' · ~rogram. .She ~nd her.. sist
to me, 'I:l;l}ooked:back smce~ : : " ' ,',
,
and~
my :si~-';i 1:::~;j :A' p<;>rtion ,of the' meals are packaged
;uS;inc'e'ii
;to go orilj ( ~l ~ to'elderly peopie :who can't travel:, " '.:
Center)e~6r,e~· tli~.it:,~~aJ~h.J9J~~d,\'thenr,to" ~~ti~~):~ '~~::/~he, . ' , . ' ~~(~y'~:ijy~ Thursday. ':r;Ke,~;~:J~~:..IBtc~~n ', r:efe,rs .~~p'e, ,to ;Qrgani2
feral years \ago. .. . ",' . . . ' i , - ,. 0<; f I ~tv ~~I~t.~.~ ·b~~m, prep~nng 'Wedne~aay , b.l:l~" do, ~~s~~9r;:l\I'(Pr.9.X;1,q~~ Jqgs, . apd ,sh~ll~~l\~n,d., $~~A~es "
T~e, '"j.o;in!S.~~t;l'\·:¥~~'s/!'~.l}e,~~'f"Bf~:r.q.~~ep./~r~t~~g·~·pW(~eJ,l~?:?_~~pg~J;h~r:~pa~~ll!or.nJt;l~~~~e,)~~e'~J*I1tWlf?Od boxes for those m ~e~d. , ,_ ,,, ..
.kmg It- ~qrd for.,'.h~r~ to~,~~n,~.:!.s,?n:~ ·.q~Y..~l~,Ot~'~ .I, ~~fle9~~"1~;~~, ~~~~.!~1:~ey,}~,t;'e~,pJ.(~~ ,t'~~W~ ~9~~-i~ ' . In ,the futu:e,. .th~, .slS~e~ , .ho~ to
ve ;back problerri~;; '~u~,er.: ~as tcartcer~bhffiit~as'~:~~n_gi;~j~~nSlS~mg~o~Mt:Iedtc~lcReri'm~~,~t6e~~~:.l~~,~r~~klt~h~n to a ~U,ll.dl,ng ~lth' more room ~r
der control. A~.n~ls" , ho}V~ver, ro~s strength;":'·~ an~!.~n~9ns,. . ~am, meat"lqa1(,spag~~t~~ gre~g /~,~~JlS,i~$Ellen say~ :she would lIke to see the kIte
1m her hands. ~ .. ,:~:~ . '." '~-~, :·/ i 1
'
,1{~9i ,:t;1,corn muffins and cake. '~{'~i~\Flj~f~~.'t,(,lf.,'t\"~;;i~1.'~I;;':',.'r-f/'~~i~~land th~t 'can be used to grow food for J
hey cO, ntinu~~ori~ ,t~ougn." I ' , : '" '..4fl~~~~~~~~l,; Ih(i,q~3: ·pf..the, kitch(~n .w~:~,~ :j~~J98f~n~h~(,\UT~res~. ai-e the forgqt~en p~pl~·:;-:-~tl
If I have t~e 'i ~trength ~to get up, I'm' goin'g ';~~ ~?~~ne ~aaTa dream about coo~rig.f0\: people/A'J~~1~(ple,}~\ ~ys Helen. "When w~ starte<i"ou
l~ som~bo~y/' saY$.):urner.1 "What.~arl!: '~" q~~!!g r,:~~~( 9.ars,.lat~.r s~e he~d C~ur~h Sq:-ee~: ,pni,~ed,.~.~ \~,:'~5:~:~h9Bel; m our. eyes, but v.;,e want ,.~e~ ~
~hng sorryJ or myself when there:are ~ople· 'out .0~: od~t :Ch,\)rcH had a soup kitchen;'so she , cont.acted ,~r! ) through theIr own eyes. .
, ., ' ,
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***************************************************************************
Most people rest, relax and generally slow down after retirement. Helen Ashe
and Ellen Turner are not like most people. They are twin sisters who started
a soup kitchen ministry after retiring from nursing. They are partners with
a dream, a dream which is now being shared by many . in Knoxville, a dream,
which reaches out in love to all who need help and to all who need a chancE
to give help and express their love for others.

-'

~

The Love Kitchen started one cold winter day, Thursday, February 13, 1986 iJ
the basement of Bethel AHE Church in Knoxville.
since that time, eac1
Thursday, the organization prepares and serves meals to all who are homeless
unemployed, elderly,' and homebound.
As of September 30, 1989, over 70,00
meals have been served. The organization serves an average of 700 meals eac
'l'hursda y .

;j

}..
J~<~~

As the community has become aware of the efforts of the Love Kitchen,thi
has res\,llted in an increase in volunteer participation and increase
donations. People of all races and backgrounds, black and white, young an
old, rich and low-income, unite each week to serve their hungry and homele~
neighbors. Helen and Ellen have the remarkable ability to bring out the be~
in everyone, and their posi ti ve, loving attitudes are catching.
When" or
thinks of them, the children's song by Malvina Reynolds ~omes to mind -"Love is Something. If you give it away, you end up having more. It's ju:
like a magic penny; hold it tight, and you won't have any. Lend it, spel
it, and you'll have so many, they'll roll allover the floor."

.~' '~:1;JJI

lJ,-

1,,('

.;-S::~.

The future for The Love Kitchen is bright.
The dreams of Helen and Ell
will stretch across generations to come. The day when The Love Kitchen wi
provide more than just meals is nearing.
For Helen and Ellen, The Lo
Kitchen's role must continue to grow.
It must always strive to do mo
because the n~eds of the people are more than food.
They must be provid
clothing , shelter, shower facilities, washer and dryer facilities, a
opportuni ties for employment and self-sufficiency.
Their dreams are f
cooperation
cooperation between churches, neighborhoods, businessE
government, and the people. Will this dream come true? It has and yes,
will.
You and I can make the dream more fantastic than it was e'
envisioned by giving, unselfishly, of our time and energy to this worthwh:
mission .

.r"''t: ~,,,

~C~'

Helen and Ellen have planted the seed of a cooperative community effort t :
is sure to grow and become a part of the daily Ii ves of many and
difference in survival for others. You can make the difference.

l0\':\~t-ttVI,
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Bethel Love Kitchen Meals Served
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The Ten Food
Commandments
of the Love Kitchen
~

I.

THOU Sl-IALT NOT EAT OR DRINI( IN THE KITCHEN AREA (ONLY
AREAS).

DESIGNATED

II.

Tl-IOU SHALT THOROUGHLY vVASH HANDS BEFORE \VORKING Al'J"D AFTER
TOUCl-IING SELF, APRON, COUGHING OR HANDLING vVIPING CLOTHES.

III.

THOU SHALT CHECK FOOD TEMPERATURES IN FREEZERS, STEA.\1 TABLES, AND
OTHER HOLI)ING AREAS (THE DAl'JGER ZONE IS 45° TO 140°F).

IV.

Tl-IOU SI-IALT NOT STORE CHEMICALS NEAR FOOD OR FOOD CONTACT
SURFACES.

V.

THOU SHALT SANITIZE EQUIPMENT REGULARLY BETVVEEN USES.

VI.

THOU SHALT CHECK. SAl'\TITIZER LEVEL (LEVEL Sl-IOULD BE 50PPY! TO 200PPM FOR
BLEACH).

VII.

TI-IOU SI-IALT vVA.TCH FOR INSECTS AJ.'\TD RODENTS.

VIII.

TrIOU SHALTvVEAR CLEAN CLOTHING.

LX.

THOU Sl-IALT'vVEAR l-IAIR RES1-'RAINTS.

X.

Tl-IOU Sl-IALT OBEY THE ABOVE COMMAl'J"DMENTS.

Bethel Love Kitchen
Meals Served in 1990
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Total meals served 38,700
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Bethel Love Ki tchen '
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2460 Parkview Avenue • Knoxville, Tennessee 37917 • 615/522-6396
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Edward Howard
Administrator

Helen Ashe
Director

March 5, 1990

Ellen Turner
Manager

Dear
The Bethel Love Kitchen Advisory Board invites you to join
the vision, the vision known as Love Kitchen. We need
consultants who are available . to provide assistance with
special projects and to share advice on issues that
require thoughtful consultation from people with relevant
skills and experiences. We also need additional Advisory
Board members who are willing to attend monthly meetings
and to serve on standing committees.
from the consultants and Advisory Board members, a Board
of Directors will be selected at the appropriate time.
In the near future, Love Kitchen will be incorporated as
an independent, non-profit corporation. We hope you will
Join the work of Love Kitchen as either a consultant or as
an Advisory Board member. Serving as an Advisory Board
member will require more time than serving as a consultant.
Both positions will provide great personal rewards
as Love Kitchen expands its mission to feed the bodies and
to nurture the souls of the forgotten people of Knoxville.
An Advisory Board member will contact you before the next
scheduled Board meeting to be hel~ on Tuesday, Aprfl' lith,
1990, at Bethel AME Church at 7:00 p.m. We hope you will
join us in our effort to be of greater service to those in
need.
Sincerely,

Howard
Administrator

Ql{?~J
Secretary

B~ECBER BAiL:EY
of The Journal staff

BY

The Bethel Love Kitchen needs larger quarters, but
it won't close dO~.Nn if it doesn't find them, according to
organizers
the East Knoxville feeding program.
"Vve are attempting to expand," said Ed'ward Ho"vvard, chairman of the Love Kite.hen's board of directors.
"\Ve are actively seeking larger quarters. We've
been working '\vith several sources to obtain larg8r
quarters," HO'ward said. "\Ve've strictly outgro'wn our
present facility at Bethel AME Zion Chu;:ch because of
the volume of neoDle "vve serve."
\Vhen the Love Kitchen opened in 1985, it served a
Thursday lunch to 22 people. Volunteers have continued to prepare and serve lunches on Thursday as the
number of people fed has gro'wn to around 700.
Howard said about L~O percent of the meals are
served at the church, and the other SO percent ar8 delivered.
After a board meeting last 'week, Dhyana Ziegler,
vvho heads the Love Kitchen's public relations and publicity committee, sought to quell rumors that the minis-

or

try "vvould have to shut dO"vvn because it is
'whelmed at its curr8nt location.
"'')1 e're going to continue to function every
day, no matter "vvhat," she said. "If it grows t:
people, 1;o;e'11 just have people lined up outside."
Th~ need for a larger kitchen and serving aj
been discussed for about tvvo years, and thf
Kitchen has been looking for another lo~ation
least six months, she said.
"\Ve '\tvould like to stay in East Knoxville t
vve feelli~{e that is where the greatest need i:)," J
said.
Except for use of its facilities, Ziegler said t1
Kitchen operates independently of the church, 'I
located at 2480 Parkvievv Ave.
Through its director of community relations:
Finch, the city is "helping them (the Love Kitch
suitable sites," city spokesman Craig Griffith Sc
"1'.J obcdy has promis2d us ;any kind of sp:::Ziegler, an associate professor of broadcastin:
University of Tennessee. "\Ve're just engaged iJ
ty to find another space. Surely, "vve "vould like
':Nith the city or county or \vhoever vvill helD U~
~

/(t~"
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lve I(itchen
lId to vacate
lurch home
gram director disputt;S
blems cited in action

I

.(Iood ·program iIlvolTed

~DRA BURKE
)urnal stall

::ast Knoxville food program has been asked to
s quarters in the I3ethel AME Zion Church on
!w Avenue, following allegations of drunk, disand drug -using clients loitering on church

y.

. .

'ever, the director of the Love KItchen Inc. dlsle allegations, saying the matter has been blown
11 proportion.
I letter from Bethel AME pastor The Rev.
S. White to Love Kitchen chairman Edward
I White said church memhers and others had
;~d concern "regarding Love Kitchen clients as
disorderly, using drugs, discarding drug para.ia and loitering on the property of Bethe\."
il the hoards of the church and the Love Kitchen
o resolve the problems, activities of the Love
1 will he suspended beginning Aug. 1, White
vever, Love Kitchen director Helen Ashe denies

)blems and says White and church board memrely visit the weekly food program.
: almost inhuman (or this to be blown up like it is
~ this is not the facts," Ashe said.
discarded "drug paraphernalia" was an insulin
that a diabetic volunteer had thrown in the
oom trash can, Ashe said. And while some inepeople have arrived at the facility that serves
leople as well as needy local residents, they lert
lest without any problems, she said.
are all shocked. It was not expected," said
nember Dhyana Ziegler who heads the minisublic relations committee and was not even
)f the .l-etter until contacted by The Journal.
not sure if I know what's behind it. The bottom
he Love Kitchen provides a service to the com. There is nothing political in what the Love
1 does. This is just two women (twin sisters Hel~ and Ellen Turner) who want to serve and feed

Jour:1~1

staff

The pastor of Bethel ~\"~E Zion Church S2:'] he's
being painted as the bll guy in a bre\ving controversy
over an East Knox'~'il!e foed p;-ogr::nn.
But the Rev. Geone Whit:? S:lys ail he want.,~ j~ fOr
board membE:rs of th; church J.nd The Love Kitchen,
Inc. to get toget~er ~r.d solve wh~t White calls problems of drunk, disorderly and drug-u.sing clients who
sometimes congrego.tc at the church-based Love
Kitchen for the weekly meal vvhich is served to about
860 area residents. !\Iany of the meals are taken to the
home-bound peor.
In a July 16 letter to Love Kitchen board chairman
Edward Howard,1 White s~id o.ll activities at the feeding
pr06ram would ha \re to cease Aug. 1 until the two
boards meet to resolve the problems.
"All I want fr.om them is to say to me, 'we'll take
care of any fighting, (w.e'l!) see there'll be no drug-using or drunkenness (at t:le church).' That's all I'm asking," said \Vhite.
White so.id he; has personally \vitnessed fights and
drunks at the Love Kitchen. He said he has picked up
two drug ne~dles from the porch, and his staff has seen

Please see KITCHEN, 11A

Kitchen
From Page 1A

)mmunity," Ziegler said.
e letter from White, dated
16, leaves little time to cal1
Kitchen board members tor to resolve the problem he·
.he Aug. 1 deadline, and it is
unclear whether church board
)ers actually voted to oust the
Kitchen when they met Sat·
" Ziegler said.
:he, a Bethel church memher,
, hC' also did not know what
)('hind the letter from White.
dded, "It hasn ' t h('cn a pleaslace to be. There's heen oppo·
. It hasn't becn easy."

;;~ople

B'{ 8'~~1~J!Jrt:~ 3U:l:~~E
of The

from the community and other
Friction between the Love
churches cover the cost of the pro·
Kitchen and White has developed
gram~, she ~aid.
~ince the food program incorporatAn emergency board meeting
ed, she said, adding, "I imagine it's
will be scheduled to determine
because he's not in control."
what should happen next, Ziegler
The Love Kitchen, which opersaid.
ates a food pantry and provides
Another church and the YWCA
clothes, toiletries and medical .
on South Cruze Street have offered
equipment like crutches on an
temporary facilities, Ashe said. The
emergency basis, has been seeking
Love Kitchen'S board has also been
larger premises for several months
negotiating with the Knox County
to handle its growing clientele. At
school system to take over Vine
its first dinner in 1985, the kitchen
Middle School once it is closed,
served 22 people. On Thursday, 860
Ziegler added.
dinners were served, including
Meanwhile, Love Kitchen ser·
about 600 dinners delivered by volvices will continue despite the cur·
unteers to home· bound people,
rent turmoil, Ashe said.
Ashe snid.
"Our services will not be inter· I
While the Love Kitchen pays no
rupted. We will fe ed," she said.
.
rent for its one-day-a-week u~e of
Neither White nor Howard could I
the Bethel facility , it does pay t he
be re ached for comment.
dumpster fee, Ashe said . Donations

in controve

snorting cocaine at the church building
- "All I've asked Love Kitchen to do is po
people. I den't want (the ministry) out of Be
e" ·'?;ything has to have some guidelines," Whil
.· \f:trling urgency is the fact that the church':
insurance no lonser covers actiyiti~c; at t
Kitchen since the former Bethel mJr,lst.y ~et It:
a seDarate corpcration on Aug. 31 1990, W:1ite
"(What) if a child comes to the church, seE
dIe, picks it up and sticks himself ... I don't wa
that risk," White said.
Love Kitchen chairman Edward Howard de
discuss specifics of White's allegations, but ;
think he's probably exaggerating a little."
Howard said he would discuss V/hite's lel
his board members, but would not say whetlH
Love Kitchen-Bethel board meGting would be (
requested by \Vhite.
On Thursday, Love Kitcheri director Hei
also disputed \Vhite's ciaims regarding some 0 :
ents. Ashe said any drunks who arrive for thE
meal are asked to leave, and tho.t the only cedr
phernalia" found at the facility was an insu!in
used by a diabetic volunteer.

------------------------------------------
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Jove I(jtche~/to move after dispute with church
SANDRA BURKE

.

_,--1-------------------------------

'We found there was no use trying to
I. long-standing East Knoxville food procteal with a hopeless situation dealing
n Is leaving its base at Bethel AME.
rch, unable to resolve a dispute with the with (Bethel pastor Rev. George
'ch leadership.
White), so we are going to move. We
ihe Love Kitchen Inc. was moving today de) not plan to go back, especially
emporary quarters at the Phyllis WheatBranch of the YWCA on South Cruze Av- wpUe he's there.'
• Journal slaft

e, where it will continue to serve or deliva Thursday meal to about 850 needy
dents and homeless people, offiCials say.
iowever, because of limited space at the
, location, only picnic-style lunches will
lvailable.
fhe sudden move was due to a breakIn of discussions between representatives
:he food program and the church, Love
:hen director Helen Ashe said.
"We found there was no use trying to deal
n a hopeless situation dealing with (Bethel
tor Rev. George White), so· we are going
nove," Ashe said. "We do not plan to go

..,.., Ashe, Love Kitchen director

b~~ especially while he's there."

I But White said Tuesday the move was
news to him.
. "No one has talked to me period, officially
-, no one. And that's part of the problem,"
White said. "They haven't agreed to meet
with me." ·
I
1 Ashe and White offered different versions
of what had occurred.
, Ashe said the discussions were being hand~ by a steward of the church, not by her.

She said diScussions broke down when
church officials asked the Love Kitchen to
boost Its liability insurance to $350,000 and
tum Its charter over to the church.
. But White denied any negotiations even
took place.
He said he told a church steward informally that there was room for discussion - if
Love Kitchen personnel agreed In writing to
absolve the church of any liability in the
event of an accident and if the food program
agreed to only admit people to the church
property for the meal - not to "lounge
around the doors or porch."
Earlier this month, the Love Kitchen was
asked to leave its Bethel location following
allegations by White of drunken, disorderly
and drug-using clients loitering on church
premises - statements largely disputed by
Ashe.
Ashe said Tuesday that Love Kitchen personnel agreed to patrol the property and to
keep street people from sitting on the church

steps.
The Love Kitchen used to be a ministry (
Bethel AME Church, but set itself up as
separate corporation Aug. 31, 1990. It h.
continued to use the church's facilities rent
(ree. Both White and Ashe have said 'that th
friction between the church and the Lo"
Kitchen developed since the program incol
porated.
The Love Kitchen board of directors w:
meet Thursday to consider their next ste
said Dhyana Ziegler, who heads the mini:
try's public relations committee.
For more information about the meal se:
vice, call Ashe at 546-7228.
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,ove Kitchen Inc.
tants school site
or food program
Jacquelyn B. Dean
News-Senlinel staff writer

'he ideal location for the feedprogram operated by the
e Kitchen Inc., operators say,
ld be a school building with
:afeteria and commercial-size
hen in place.
'he board of directors of the
e Kitchen, recently ousted
1 Bethel AME Church, had
~d to land such a facility after
closures of inner-city schools
~ast Knoxville, but that rens but a possibility.
~he Love Kitchen's founders,
m Ashe and Ellen Turner, are
ling the hungry from tempo, operations set up in the
'llis Wheatley YWCA Branch
Ie a search is being conducted
find more
manent
rters.
SERVICE
[he twins, SPLIT FROM
) both re- CHURCH
d
from
Sing
cars at the
versity of Tennessee Medical
Iter, typically serve some 800
lIs each Thursday with the
) of a cadre of volunteers.
fhey serve on-site as well as
rte-delivered meals and rou!ly dispense clothing and toiies to hungry and needy peoAn individual or family that
ds emergency food could also
eive a ' food basket from the
re Kitchen.
Moving day came on Aug. 1,
~r the church sent a letter dending the operation vacate the
Iding by that date.
The first week away from the
Irch, Love Kitchen provided a
nic lunch. For the second
Ilrsday at the YWCA, they pre'ed the food in homes, as they
, when the program first got
jer way in 1986.
.
"The board met Monday, try: to assess our situation, and the
~ committee is exploring our
lions," said Dhyana Zeigler,

chairwoman of the board's public
relations committee.
She said area churches have
offered storage space, and another East Knoxville church has offered the use of its facilities. "We
have had lots of calls from the
community offering support," she
said.
Zeigler said the program "will
stay at the Y as long as they let
us."
Meanwhile, the Rev. George
White, pastor of Bethel AME
Church, has announced that
Bethel will continue some kind of
feeding and pantry program
within. this community."
"My philosophy is that the
church ought to be a place for everyone in the community. Part of
its mission is to provide food,
clothing and training and personal
developmenl That ought to be
the role of the black church. But
everything at the church must
lead to one thing, and that is the
saving of souls," White said.
"Theirs is the Love Kitchen
Inc. I am pro-Love Kitchen. I objected to the incorporation.
"The organization's incorporation precipitated the move," he
said. "At one time, it was Bethel's '
Love Kitchen, and they used
Bethel's tax number and everything."
White said he objected to the
incorporation bec.ause he felt the
food ministry was not financially
ready.
.
Earlier this year the Love
Kitchen obtained a $5,000 grant
from the East Tennessee Foundation. "From our standpoint, it Wll$
good business sense to incorporate. It kept us from becoming a
financial burden on the church,"
Zeigler said.
But White said the organization became unwilling to abide by
the rules established by the
church board. "They are perfectly
welcome to come back, but
must follow the rules establishle<j
by the boar~ of BetheJ."

.. . . . . . d -Iitiiiger Month workers hono
Mayor Victor Ashe recently presented awards and donations t
sons and organizations in. recognition of End Hunger Month.
. Bob Walker, retired minister and Knoxville/Knox County CAC
member, was given the Lifetime Achievement award.
The Kroger Company was presented the corporate award and
emergency food providers, received the service group award.
In the comnlunity-based outreach program category, The Lov~
en was the recipient and WBIR-TV won the media award.
Webb High School senior, Abid Khan earned the youth award c
SHARE Food Bank was awarded the private voluntary organizatl

-\
Ashe

Kramer

Hammett

Miller

. Hlellon

Pearre

7.honored dliring Tribute to Women

dropout prevention program. Be- gineering consulti~g firm. After
"Those who make things hap- cause the three judges' scores 11 years, the firm has grown from
pen, those who watch things hap- cam!! back identical, these two a staff of two to a staff of 40, with
The YWCA honored seven ' pen, and those who wonder what women tied for this category. '
offices in Oak Ridge and German The McAuliffe Fellowship in- town, Md. The company has an. women Monday at its 7th annual happened.
"We are here tonight to honor . eluded a $31,200 grant, which nual sales of more than $3 million.
Tribute to Women, an awards
.
Nielson used to locate gifted and
II Volunteer community serbanquet that recognizes women the first group," she said.
for their outstanding achievement
More than 600 people sat at ta- underprivileged Appalachian chil- vice - Helen Liddel Ashe, a cobles in the ballroom and watched dren to attend a prestigious camp . . founder of the Love IGtchen,
in the communily.
Through Pearre's work at the which' feeds the hungry in East
State Supreme Court . Asso-. the winners receive . awards for
ciate Justice Martha Craig various categories: '
Center School, in the past two . Knoxville. The kitchen has served
Daughtrey, who spoke at the ban- .' • Arts - Sara Kramer, cura- years 79 students have received more than 150,000 meals to the
quet at the Hyatt Regency, said tor of education at the Knoxville ' high school diplomas in a school hungry, homeless and homebound
before . the ceremony that every Museum of Art and its predeces- that serves more than 150 stu- since 1986.
Ashe is a member ot the Share
one of the recipients were hon- · · sor since 1980. Kramer has been dents annually. ' This is ' what .
ored becaus~ they took a risk and instrumental in the development helped earn her the Best Principal Food Bank Council, Emergency
stuck their neck out to make a of numerous art programs involv- . Award from the Greater Knox- Food Helpers and Nutrition Op':
difference in the community. '
ing the museum staff.
ville Chamber of Commerce in tions Against Hunger. .
"One person can make a d,if- .
• Business and government 1991. '
Although women have made
ference," Daughtrey said. "In - Sharon Miller, who left Valley
significant progress in their recn Human services - Lynnelle ognition for their efforts and with
each of the cases tonight where a Fidelity Bank in 1986, where she
woman is being honored, she is was a senior ville president and Hammelt, assistant executive di- women's rights, Daughtrey said
being honored (for that), and I second in charge of the trust de- rector of Child ann Family Ser- now is not the time to sit back
think it's important to continue to partment, and later founded and vices. Hammett was instrumental and enjoy the fruits of labor.
recognize women who have made '. chartered the Trust Company of in the beginning of "Monday's
"The
dangerous situation
Child" on WEIR-TV, Channel 10, we're in now is there are voices
a difference."
.
Knoxville.
SuE! Walker, president of the
• Education - Bobbie Niel- a profile of a special needs child ' out there, one of which is the me,
' dia, telling us that we have arYWCA Board of Directors, took son, 1990 recipient of the Christa eli&ible for adoption.
• Science and technology - . rived, that we have achieved evthe podium early in the evening , McAuliffe Fellowship for Tennesand told the audience she has see; and Carolyn Pearre, program Ann Hansen, founder ' of H&R · erything. and that we can let our
learned over the years that peo- facilitator for the Center School, a Technical Associates Inc., an en- guard down." .

By Cynthia Cummins '
News-Sentlnel staff wrt\er

.

. pie fall into three categories:

aking a difference
.KE SPECIAL note of these
, women:
Sara Kramer, curator of educat the Knoxville Museum of Art.
Sharon Miller, founder of the
Company of Knoxville.
Bobbie Nielson, recipient of the
La McAuliffe Fellowship for
essee.
Carolyn Pearre, program facilifor the Center School.
Lynnelle Hammett, assistant
ltive director of Child and Fam!rvices.
Ann Hansen, founder of H&R
nical Associates.
Helen Liddel Ashe, cofounder of
.ove Kitchen.
lese women are the .select
19 the distinguished, chosen for
ial honors from among 18 ·ac)lished finalists by the YWCA
lte to Women.
ramer was honored for her conltion to the arts, Miller was recz:ed for her accomplishments in
ield of business and government,

Tribute to Women

~.~

,The Knoxville
jill News-Sentinel

SCRIPPS HOWARD

and in a tie, both Nielson and Pearre
were chosen for their work in education.
Hammett was recognized for her
accomplishments in human services;
Hansen, for science and technology,
and Ashe, for her volunteer community service . .
We agree with State Supreme
Court Associate Justice Martha
Craig Daughtrey, who said, "One
person can make a difference. In
each of the cases tonight where a
woman is being honored, she is being
honored (for that); and I think it's
important to continue to recognize
women who have made a difference."
We take pride in these women and
the other finalists, their personal accomplishments and their impact on
this community.
,We, too, think they make a difference, and we thank them not only for
their work but for their example.
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Applauding 7 Knoxvillian~
FOR A BRIEF time Thursday
night, the spotlight of public attention
will fall on seven Knoxvillians more
used to backstage than center stage.
Helen Liddell Ashe, Ellen Liddell
Turner, LeRoy P. Graf, Barbara and
Roy Nix, Marilyn Jacobs Shorr and
Mary Leslie Simpson will be feted by
the local chapter of the National
Council of Christians and Jews,
which has named them recipients of
its 1990 Religious Service Awards.
As a part of the organization's efforts to eliminate prejudice and discrimination, the annual awards are
given to people who have crossed racial, religious and cultural lines to
serve the community.
Ashe and Turner, w'ho are sisters,
are being recognized for founding the
East Knoxville Love Kitchen, which
each Thursday serves 500 meals to
needy people in the community.
Started in 1986, the kitchen is at the
Bethel A.M.E. Church, where the
women are members.
Graf, a member of the Tennessee
Valley Unitarian Church, is being
honored for almost half a century of
efforts to make Knoxville a racially ·
and religiously integrated society.

NCCJ award
Promoting cross-cultural f(
and understanding won reco~
for the Nixes. Members of S
Presbyterian Church, they hav
ed the activities of the Sunse
Community Center near Newp
Shorr coordinat~s volunte€
the social services committee
Knoxville Jewish Federation. ~
member of Heska Amuna Syna
Simpson, from ImmaculatE:
ception Catholic Church, has
headed the founding of the Kn
Interfaith' Health Clinic, whit
provide. health care to the ~
poor.
.
It is the peculiar quality c
seven that their religious life t
en them not only personal s
fulfillment but also the streJ
reach out to other people with
comfort and understanding.
On behalf of East Tennes,
express our gratitude. And w
the NCCJ for pushing them,
brief moment, out of the wi:
into the c~nter of the stage.

LOVE KITCHEN BOARD
MINUTES
February 6, 1992
The Love Kitchen board met at closed "Cheers" sandwich shop at
2255 McCalla Avenue.
Present were Helen Ashe, Ellen Turner, Edward
Howard, Bill Bourne, John Hogin, David Rankin, Birt Waite, Joe
Young and Pat Bing.
Ed opened with prayer and reported bri~fly on meetings with Mr.
Kirk in January.
He expressed thankfulness to the YWCA for hosting
Love Kitchen over the last few months.
He said that Rev. Nevels
learned of the "Cheers" location and put board members in touch
with the owner, Mr. Jones.
David, John, Birt and Kelsey worked
with Mr. Jones to corne to an ag.r:eement to lease "Cheers" for one
year for $4000.
Birt provided the $4000.
The insurance was
discussed.
Love Kitchen has liability coverage of $50,000.
Helen
and Ellen ~ill loo~ into insuring the contents.
Kelsey is working
on getting new doors.
David will contact' and electrician and get
them to begin work early next week.
It was decided to get three
standard electric ranges to reduce the problems with codes and
vents.
Bill will serve as the liaison with Mr. Jones.
Helen described the plans for Fifth Avenue Baptist Church and Love
Kitchen to work jointly on the food pantry.
It was moved, seconded
and passed that Love Kitchen and Fifth Avenue Baptist Church form
a cooperative food pantry to be located at the church.
Ellen announced that Thursday, February 13th will be the 6 year
anniversary of Love Kitchen.
To celebrate a prayer breakfast will
be held on that day at 7 am.
All volunteers and board members
will be invited.
John reported that Eastport school may be available by the summer.
He will continue to work with the school officials and others in
the hopes that Eastport will become the permanent horne of Love
Kitchen.
Bill reported that Joe Delaney had verbally promised $5000 to Love
Kitchen before his death.
Bill and John will follow up with the
family of Mrr Delaney.
A decision to let AA use Love's building
for evening meetings was postponed pending insurance decisions
and clean up and repairs.
Several volunteered for Saturday clean
up work.
Meeting was adjourned with prayer by Joe.
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Breaking in the new kitchen

~: ~ Francis Chiasson, left, and Ellen Turner, at sink, prepare pinto
'/7' beans Wednesday for the Love Kitchen's first lunch at its new
,:·5 ( location on McCalla Avenue. At the table is Helen Ashe.
,; ; , founder and director of the Love Kitchen, who is checking the
I
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bulk packages for bad beans. The first menu included pinto
beans, fish, cole slaw and hushpuppies. The new location is
2255 McCalla Ave. in the former Cheers building, which they
have rented for the next 12 months.
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Kitchen's labor of love continues to grow
Helen Ashe, ieft, shows
grandson, Jacoby Yarbro
art of carving ' a turkey a1
Love Kitchen, which serve
first Thanksgiving meal tc
needy in '1986. Helping
pare are, from left, Irene
pies, Ellen Turner and (
Young. When Love Kit
founding sisters Ashe
TurnQr first prepared ThE
giving dinner, they fed
'Today, the sisters and a
of volunteers expect to fE
dinner of turkey, ' dressin~
all the trimmings to more
1,000. Meals will be s,
from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. [
eries will be made to 1
who are unable to come t
Love Kitchen at 2522 ~
Luther King Jr. Ave. AshE
the Love Kitchen staff
.board of directors has a
be thankful for this year
Gene
Monday
Fond
through United Way, ra.
donated $9,000 to be us(
the purchase of a deliver
The local chapter of the
a national service org.
tion, recently raised $5,7
the kitchen. Other don
Include " $3,000 from
Strauss Cherry Street
and $600 from Levi S
Powell Plant.
Jack KlrklandlN6W$-Sel1'
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ove Kitchen grateful for support
tor, The News-Sentinel:
We gratefully thank God for each of
Due to community involvement, this you.
2 Thanksgiving holiday was the most
Helen Ashe
it~d and sharing Thanksgivirig we
Ellen Turner
'e witnessed since the Love Kitchen
.Love Kitchen Inc.
!fled on Feb. 13, 1986.
Knoxville
We sincerely thank each and every! of you who donated food, money and
rsical help.
.
Due to your sharing, we joyfully pre- 'ed, delivered and served over 1,100
als that ~ay.
Also, a sincere thanks to Brother LouThompson, David Shirk _and Robert
!wart, owners of Radion Station
(GN, WBIR-TV Channel 10 and The
ws-Sentinel.
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Love Kitchen: Many are carin)

Editor, The News-Sentinel:
Love Kitchen has been the recipient
of many needed yet unsolicited donations over the years. Not long after moving into our current - and temporary ~ocation, a stranger -appeared at the back
door. He asked for Helen Ashe. Helen
greeted him warmly.
He reached in his pocket and handed
Helen several hundred dollars cash. He
said that he has experienced hard times
and knew about the world of Helen Ashe
and Ellen Turner. Recently, he had been
more fortunate, and he wanted to share
his good fortune with Love Kitchen. Then
he left without giving his name. '
Last week, another unsolicited gift arrived in the mail. A generous gift of
$1,000 came from members of the Wonderland Club Inc. formerly of Elkmont.
Helen Ashe, Ellen Turner and all members of the board of Love Kitchen extend

sincere gratit~de to President Verno
Moore, Vice President Gerald S. ~
shall and Treasurer Dr. Eugene J en
- and all members of the Wonder
Club.
The work of Love Kitchen is pos
because of the generosity of the corr
nity. A group of young men, rE
alumni of Fulton High School, formE
organization called Falcons for I
they raised $1,044 for Love Kit
through a flea market. These and
gifts are essential to continue our w
We thank the strangers at our
the members of the Wonderland
the Falcons for Food, and all who g
ously give time, energy, supplies, e
ment and funds without which
could be no Love Kitchen.
I

Love Kitchen Board Mer
Kno

aking A Difference
HELEN ASHE
AND ELLEN TURNER
FOUNDERS, THE LOVE KITCHEN

Knoxville's busy urban stew is
stirred by people who dedicate
themselves to working for the
greater good. There are thousands
of contributors to the vitality of
the city, and an ever-increas'ing

number are women. Metro Pulse
sought out Knoxville women in
business, government, civic
affairs, education, the arts and
environmental and social
activism. vVe've picked a dozen
from all walks

of life who serve

the public at large or strive in
behalf of c~us'es) either out front
or behind the scenes. vVe present
them here to our readers:

ea.

Not even a blizzard could keep
Helen Ashe and her twin sister Ellen
Turner from feeding Knoxville's hun?"ry. The nor'easter that dumped 17
mches of snow onto our city's streets
last March didn't prevent them from
opening the doors of their East Knoxville dining hall, where they serve up
breakfast every Wednesday, and every
Thursday fix up to 900 home-cooked
meals (most delivered) for Knoxville's
neediest residents-more than half
of them elderly.
Opened in 1986 in the basement
of the Bethel AME Church in East
Knoxville, The Love Kitche~ began
whenAshe told Turneraboutadream
~he' d had of cooking for and feedmg droves of people. (Both retired
from careers as nurses at UT Medical Center. "I'd been working since
I was eight," says Ashe. "I couldn't
see ~itting around all day playing
50.0 Rummy.") The twins, now 65,
consulted an, as~istantpastor at the
,Church Street United Methodist

Chu~ch about getting involved in
feedmg the city's hungry, and he
hel~ed them navigate the administratlv~ details and make Ashe's dream
a. realIty. The Love Kitchen ' no wIn
.
Its own building on McCalla Avenu
is planning to move this winter int:
m.ore spacious digs on Martin Luther
King, Jr. Boulevard.
. The plight of elderly people in partlcular. touches the sisters', h
"Th ' "
'
earts.
, ere are plenty of programs 't o help

young children," says Ashe, "but not
enough for older people."
"We supplement their diets," adds
, Turne,r, "but these people get lonely,
too. YVe encourage our volunteers to
take a look around when they deliver
mea!s to see if there might be other
serVIces they need.

Eastport Elementary School - Outstanding Service Award

199B

199?f

Giraffe Award
City Wide Sertoma Club - Service to Mankind A'vYard
J.C. Penny Corporation - Golden Rule Single Award
J.C. Penny Corporation - Golden Rule Group ,L\ward
JP tv100re Missionary Society - RIV\B Church - Outstondir
Service Award

Faces of My People A\tVord
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society - Outstanding
Citizen Award

P. O. Box 6839
Knoxville, Tn. 37~f14-68d9

January 5, 1994
Ms. Carlene V. Malone
City Councilwoman 'of Knoxville
6051 Fountain Road
Knoxville TN 37918
Dear Ms. Malone:
We at The Love Kitchen wish to thank you sincerely
for the support you have rendered in our efforts 'tt'o i:
I feed the hungry in our community. Most recently, we
understand, you were instrumental in helping us obtain
a sizeable grant to acquire the old Coleman Printing
building for a new center of operations, and you have
recommended The Love Kitchen for $1,000 in 202 funds.
Such acts as these make the efforts of The Love
Kitchen possible and hasten the day that the dream of
Helen and Ellen becomes a reality. We are most grateful.
As The Love Kitchen treasurer, I would like to
apply for the $1,000 in 202 funds and would appreciate
very much you help in this effort. Whatever the proper
mechanism for making this application, would you call
or drop me a note with a suggestion on how to proceed?
During business hours, you can reach me at 546-7000; my
office address is 2300 Plaza Tower, Knoxville, TN 379292300.
I

look forward to hearing from you.

with kind

regards,

Treasurer
P.S. I have taken the liberty of enclosing The Love
Kitchen's latest brochure. I find that it truly reflects the spirit and dedication of those twin gals
who are such an inspiration to the rest of us.

,
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Donor to match gifts to Love Kitchen
By Jacquelyn B. Dean
News-Sentinel staff writer

An anonymous benefactor has offered to
match, dollar for dollar up to $10,000, all contributions to the Love Kitchen during the months of
January, February and March.
Board members .and supporters of the Love
Kitchen are in the midst of a fund-raising campaign to finance the renovation of its future home,
the Coleman Building, on Martin Luther King Jr.
Avenue. It now is on McCalla Avenue.
Board member Pat Bing, who writes grant
p~oposals for the organization that serves meals
to needy and home-bound Knoxville residents,
said it was good news to learn of the challenge at
the January meeting of the Love Kitchen board.
"When our treasurer made the announcement,
board members began takL'1g out their checkbooks," she said.
"We want to make sure the news gets out in
the community so that we can get $10,000 in do- ·
nations in order to take full advantage of the
grant."
The Coleman Building has long been home to a
printing company in the heart of East Knoxville's
Five Points . community. The company will be
moving to a new location as soon as construction
is completed, and the Love Kitchen will move in
as soon as renovations can be made.

Based on cost estimates from the Community
Design Center, it will cost about $80,000 to convert the building to meet the Love Kitchen's
needs. The present owners will do some work as.
part of the terms of the purchase agreement, but
.
much remains to be done, said Bing.
"The building has no kitchen," Bing said. "It
will have to be handicap-accessible. Walls and a
fIre-separation ceiling need to be built. It needs
plumbing ~~d electrical work, and it will need to
meet all codes. Nothing can be grandfatheredin."
MOving;to the facility will allow the kitchen to
dramatically increase the number of meals it provides the community.
The Love Kitchen was founded by twin sisters
Helen Ashe and Ellen Turner in 1986.
Between December 1991 and November 1992, .
the kitchen served 45,069 meals. For the same period last year, from December 1992 to November
, 1993, it served 50,868. Since 1986, the Love Kitchen has provided 316,231 meals.
When the kitchen first opened, it only served
noon meals c;m Thursdays both in-house and as
carryouts.
Now it also serves breakfast on Wednesday to
walk-in recipients.
"People will call and say, 'My neighbor just
came home from the hospital. Can you put her on
the list?' and they'll receive a hot, home-cooked,
very substantial meal," Bing said.
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Grins
• A look at recent events in the n€
that pleased us ...
A KINDHEARTED person has agreed to a
one match for every dollar donated to the LOVE
Kitchen in January, February and March. The
. benefactor, who wishes to remain anonymous,
as much as $10,000 to the kitchen as part of ad
renovate the Coleman Building on Martin Luthi
Jr. Avenue" where the operation will relocate t:
spring.
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Paul Efird/News-Sentinel staff

South-Doyle High School student Chad Black, flanked by Love Kitchen founders Ellen Turner, left, and Helen Ashe, Is the
!Op .News-Sentlnel ~tudent Citizen Award winner.

~olunteer work
By Melonee McKinney

,

News-Sentinel staff writer

.

wins trip to Ireland

When South-Doyle High School Senior
Chad Black decided to do some volunteer
work, he never imagined he would get a
free trip to Ireland as a reward.
Chad volunteered at .the Love Kitchen
last summer and made such an impression
on founder and ·director Helen Ashe that
she decided to nominate him for The NewsSentinel's Student Citizen Award.
"Chad is a remarkable young man,"
Ashe said. "You just don't find many young
men like him."

. Her letter won Chad the highest award
which includes a trip to Ireland with th~
Parade Magazine Yo~ng Columbus '94. He
leaves for Dublin on Tuesday.
.
"There was a phone call," Chad said. "I
didn't even know what they were talking
about when the told me I had won because
I hadn't heard about it. I was really flattered."
.
. "He has a kind heart and will do any
chores you ask him to," Ashe said of Chad.

•

"He is kind to homebound people and sympathetic to all of us senior citizens."
The Love Kitchen is a non-profit organization established in 1986 to serve, as
Ashe explained, u ••• the five H's: the homeless, the hungry, the helpless, the hopeless
and the homebound."

,
A)ve Kitchen serves hu,gs, prayers, songs, food to Knox
he

~

Kitchen 15 apUy

ed.

m my nnat vl!rit. I was

red, su~ to and prayed for.
had ~ d01Jl:!tJul. How
d more thAn 1.000 meu be
",Nod each Thu~ay In that
I building? Wh..,... d~ thl»
&y come from? Who g'!t~ It? I
eager to ask quest-ione;, but I
ed awhll@ becaUR ev@ry6n@
!O busy.

got my chanc@ while .aUng
~ed chicken, fried
t~, spinach, slaw and com
d. I hadn't gone to eat I'm
1 needy person. but. becall4Q
J there, I was fed. .
'bile sipping my Iced tea, I
.fKf with Helen Aa~, 8@8ted
:!'; from me. Arter 3. few
rat questjo~ 1 ey~ her
iciously and asked:
~nd what do you get out ~

Church. In early 1986, the sisters
opened The Love Kitchen In the
basement of Bethel AME Church,
~rving 22 meals the first day.
Today, at cramped quarters
near Five
PoinLe;,
breakfast is
served on
Wednesdays,
In-hoUge only.
On Thursdays,
more than
1,000 meals
are served,
mcludlng more
than 700
delivered to
HAROLD
homebound
JULIAN
people.
Some or those who come to
eat are homeless, some are
retarded, sometimes some are

"So long as they are not
disorderly, we serve them, too,"
said Hl3len Ashe. "They are
people, too."
She laughs about having the
same last name as Knoxville's
mayor. When Victor Ashe came
to The Love Kitchen to present a
community service award, Helen
told him, "The only difference is
that you were bom in the
daytime and I was bom at night"
Did I mention that the sisters
are black? Does it matter?
There are private and
corporate contributors. H.T.
Hackney donates such items as
food In dented cans, a
supermarket chain gives bread,
and much of the staples come
(rom the SHARE roOO blink.
I hadn't planned to help
deliver mealCl. Ray Hodges and

church, suggested that I might
want to see The Love Kitchen on
McCalla Avenue. I saw black and
white peopl~ cooking, serving
and fIlling Styrofoam bo~es and
cups. I saw happy people
crowded into the small building.
All became silent when a woman
returned thank.CI, and they joined
in on "Love Lifted Me," which
my wife was given the honor or
leading.
I saw, on Anderson's assigned
delivery rounds, grateful people,
some pitiful people. I saw a
legless man, In bed with his door
unlocked awaiting his meal, a
young woman In a wheelchalr,
disabled by musculilr dystrophy
What I saw left me with
mlxfIQ emotions. 1 waa 8aA:1N~084d 11
by th~ number of suffering and
needy
I saw In just one

emotions of Helen and Ellen this feeling, this satisfaction of
helping people.
I also shared in the dream of
the sisters and the 20 volunteers.
A nearby building occupied by
Coleman Printing Co. will soon
be vacated, and it is hoped that
The Love Kitchen can move
there. It has two floors of 5,600
square feet.
As helpful as it is, this is
basically a one-day-a-week
operation. One meal does not
ward orr hunger later In the same

p4'Qple ~ive a we
lunch.-s on Thursda
with an extra loaf (
It's a start. The :
al,...ady added use<i
their mission of hel'
Larger quarters m2
but more help, mor
contributions will t
address is P.O. 80)1
37914); phone, 548Do the sisters d:
feeding more peopl
I have this feelil
t4~oId

Julian I•• N.wt

thought I AAW a tear and
~18tely regretted my
,tion.
'Harold." she saki, "I get thl5
ing. "
)M was going to elaboratp.,
a m.arded boy Btop~ to
her. He said !IOflW!thJng.
It.lI1gfble to ~, but she
~ him as thOU&h she
enrtood.

was beglnning to
ersta.nd, but It wu later,

'" I helped deUver meals.
t ~is f~lini- "
:eparately, I asked Helen's
I sister, EJlen Turner, the
e question. She hesitated.
It's. uh, It's this feeling. this
.ned feeling that I'm doing
t God wants me to do. We
VIT there Is a need out there
look forward to helping fill

t was Helen who had the
tm, literally. Shortly alter
I dream, in which she was
'ing needy people, she saw
vision a soup line operated
rch Slr9Qt United Method

~ /

:oncert may be over,
~ut controversy remains
litor, The News-Sentinel:

A little over a month' ago I had what I thought was a pretty good
!a. My band had a show coming up at the Mercury Theater, and I
)light it would be nice if we used the show to collect food to be given
a charity that helps feed homeless people.
The first charity that came to mind was the Knox Area Rescue
nistries. I called and told the woman wh~ answered the phone what
! were going to do. She said it sounded all right, but she would ask
~. Free and call me back if there was a problem.
I was never called back, and I went ahead with the show (Food)ck '94). I listed the show in the Detours, Showtime and Metro Pulse,
d it even got listed in the Daily Beacon's weekend calendar. In addiIn I posted over 400 fliers on telephone poles around town.
I think it is ridiculous that Mr. Free claims no prior knowledge of
is event. It seems strange to me that an organization that exists
rough the generosity of others is so quick to tum down a donation
)m someone who doesn't necessarily meet its particular religious or
)ral criteria.
If we hadn't done the interview that came out in the Detours the
y before the show, Mr. Free would never have known what kind of
llsic we play and would never have said a word about it to the media.
At any rate, it seems to me that the object here is to feed people
10 can't feed themselves and the last I heard, you can't eat religion.
1, and I gave the food to the Love Kitchen people. They were glad to
.v e it.
' ,
Mark Shetterly
Singer, "Fat Bastard"
Knoxville
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Editor, The News-Sentinel: .
I was shocked to read that a porn band was holding a charity e
to gather food for the Knox Area Rescu~ Ministries. Upon conta
the ministries, I was told that they were Just as shocked.
Apparently this porn band, "Fat Bastard," decided this was a
way to earn a little free publicity by being so charitable as to as
people coming to their concert to donate a food item. Why else v
The News-Sentinel report on such a group.
.
Your article stated that even though this was a charity even
audience should expect to hear songs about "beastiality, sodom~
all the sick, twisted .parts of life." I happen to know that the Knox
Rescue Ministries tries its best to help victims of the "sick, tv\
parts of life." .
.
I think you owe them an apology, as they in no way endorSe<
concert. I personally think the food items donated would leave ~
taste in anyone's mouth.

•

Editor, The News-Sentinel:
This is in response to the letters by Monroe Free of the Knox ,
Rescue Ministries and Patricia F. Schmitt of Clinton.
Ms. Schmitt in her letter salutes the efforts of Monroe Fre
disassociating the ministries with the charitable efforts of the
group, "Fat Bastard," of which I am a member.
Ms. Schmitt states that "it is refreshing and reassuring when (
tians stand .up for what is right." What about the Christian conCE
charity?
Did Jesus Christ himself not dine with thieves and whores? We
hungry man question the source of food given to him by a chari
.
person or persons?
Mr. Free stated that his ministries knew nothing about the bl
we organized. Ho~ever, that is either a lie or a lack of communic
within his ministry. They were indeed contacted by the band pr
the benefit and told of our intentions.
Mr. Free's ministries are doing a great disservice to those mer
of our community who are in need by placing more importan,
their own self-image than on the basic goal of the ministries, fe
those in need.
.
Rick G
Kno

Love I<itchen
receives grant
0[$5,000
By Jacquelyn B. Dean
News-Sentlnel staff writer
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The Love Kitchen, a soup
kitchen ministry, has received a
$5,000 grnnt from the state Legislature.
"The Love Kitchen and its volunteers have worked hard
through the years to ensure that
some of our senior citizens and
the less fortunate in the community have been able to get a balanced meal at least once a week,"
said Rep. Joe Armstrong.
The unrestricted funds may be
used for food purchases and other
expenses or may be applied toward the cost of renovating the
recently acquired Coleman Building, the future home of the Love
Kitchen.
Scott Evans, a member of the
board, said the grant is "most
graciously appreciated."
The soup kitchen ministry
founded in 1986 by twins Helen
Ashe and Ellen Turner has grown
each- year in terms of the number
of people served and the number
of volunteers who help prepare
and deliver meals.
A local couple, Rodney and
.Toan Scott, found they could help
support the Love Kitchen with
funds from their employers.
Together, they donated $3,500.
Joan Scott, an agent for Mod-'
ern Woodmen of America, said
she was approached by an advisory board member of the Love
Kitchen who knew of the company's policy of making matching
grants to worthy causes.
"I met with Helen (Ashe) and
found out what they do, and I was
so impressed and inspired by
them that 1 was pleased to make a
contribution," she said.
Rodney Scott, an account customer engineer for IBM, accompanied her on the visit to the
Love Kitchen.
"I was really impressed with
those two ladies who do the Love
Kitchen. It dawned on me that
IBM has funds that we could get
for them, if we're involved in a
project.
"I worked with them on a garage and T-shirt sale, and that
made it possihile to get some'
community action funds for
them," he snid.
Said Armstrong, "We need
more Helens and Ellens and more
soup kitchens. We hope they will
eventually be able to operate
seven days a week."
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October 31
Love Kitchen to ·dedicate new site
The Love Kitchen will hold a dedication ceremony at the site
of its new location, the Coleman Building on Martin Luther King
Jr. Avenue at 9 a.m. Tuesday to kick off renovation and .
• improvements to the building. Love Kitchen founders Helen
, Ashe and Ellen Turner will be joined by Mayor Victor Ashe and
I other city officials, members of the board, volunteers and clients
for the celebration.
. When the work is completed, the Love Kitchen ' will be able
to offer expanded services to the elderly and to needy families
in the community. A $65,000 grant from the city was applied to
the purchase of the building.

Love Kitchen

it's really cQokiJ

Clay Owen/News-Se

State Rep. Joe Armstrong, left, watches as the Love
Kitchen's Ellen Turner, Ed HowardJ Bill Ray and Helen
Ashe accept a check from the city of Knoxville during the
dedication ceremony Tuesday for the Love Kitchen's new

location at 2418 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave. A ~
check was approved Oct. 25 by the Knoxville City (
to help the organization with its new location as WE
help provide clothing and job-search ~.ssistance.

NOVEMBER 2

Paul Efird/News·Sentlnel .Iaft

Founders of the Love Kitchen, Ellen Turner, left, and Helen Ashe, accept E\ check Friday for $100,000 from Floyd Hon~s, East
Tennessee dl~trlct manager for United Parcel Service.
.
_

$100,000 grant expected to have 'profound impact'
By Jacquelyn Brown
News-$erllnel siBIf writer

Thursday at the Love Kitchen, a volunteer
. noticed that one gentleman who came to eat
lunch made several requests for additional
servings. He left and returned and asked to be
served again.
When the volunteer brought this to the attention of Helen Ashe, one of the co-founders
of the Love Kitchen, she said, "As long as
they're hungry, we'll feed them."
For eight years, that has been the philosophy of the Love Kitchen, and it paid off Friday when the kitchen received a $100,000
grant from the UPS Foundation.
"The Love Kitchen is an example of what
is right and what works in our community,"
said Robert Witcher, a United Parcel Service
manager.
"This grant will have a profound impact on
the lives of less fortunate individuals. The employees of the East Tenne!?s~e district are glad
to help."
The organization also recently received
$46,000 from Levi Strauss and Co. and $65,000

from the city of Knoxville, for a total of
$217,000. The UPS grant to the Love Kitchen
is part of a nation wipe program called the regional district grant program that was begun
in 1984, reflecting a corporate policy of giving
back to the community. .
More than $2.5 million wiII be given to help
meet urgent community needs, said Witcher.
In all, the company gives $12 miI1ion to organizations that are inyolved in education, especially adult literacy, and feeding programs.
Friday, when the grant award was officially announced at UPS headquarters on Callahan Road, the morning shift of employees
joined Mayor Victor As~e and other elected
officials, the board and volunteers from the
Love Kitchen to watch a video that helped tell
the Love Kitchen story.
An outreach ministry that serves the elderly, homebound, homeless and families
down on their luck, the Love Kitchen has
been open every week since it began operation in 1986.
Helen Ashe and her twin and co-founder,
Ellen Turner, command a team of volunteers
who help dispense hot cooked meals, emer~

gency food baskets, clothing and other necessities to those in need.
.
Each Wednesday, they serve breakfast in a
l,300-square-foot space that is crammeq with
tables and chairs, boxes of staples and supplies, clients and volunteers. When breakfast
is over, they begin preparations for the 1,200
meals that will be served Thursday, 900 of
which are delivered to homebound individuals
throughout Knox County.
The frugal sisters manage to do it aU at an
average of 73 cents a meal.
"With this grant, there will be an expansion
of services to our community," Helen Ashe
said. "We see a great need out there."
The money will be used to help renovate
and purchase equipment for a move into the
ll,OOO-square-root Coleman Building on Martin Luther King Avenue, the future homE} of
the Love Kitchen.
Dave Edens, a district training ma~ager
who chaired the selection committee that
nominated the organization for the competitive grant, said, "It's a miracle what they get
done. The timing was God's timing. You can't
help but love them."

I
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Fanners'Market to benefit the Love Kitchen
Pre-Thanksgiving activities at the Knox
County Regional Farmers? Market Friday,
Saturday and Sunday will benefit the Love
Kitchen, a local soup kitchen ministry.
Activities begin at 2 p.m. Friday. There
~ll be holiday craft and decoration classes
and gift items on display. Saturday festivi~ies

begin at 10 a.m. and will include food demon- taurant, Charleston, will open Sunday se~
strations and a BMWlPorsche car show. Con- sions at 1:30 p.m. and Paul 'Campbell ~.
ducting sessions will be local cooks and au- . demonstrate Cajun cooking. Cindy J osep'
thors Grace Hao, David Duncan, Ann Dooley, and Jay Walkin' ~ll present New Orlean
Deborah Walker Vincent, Vicki Baumgartner 'style jazz and blues, and the car show ~
continue. For infonnation, call market mar
and Walter and Anne Lambert.
Margaret Hodge of.The Golden Apple Res- ager Kevin Hosey, 524-FARM.

COOKING

WITH

LOVE

NOV 18-19-20
BMeli t for
AT the FARMER'.

"The

Love Ki tchen "

MARKET - Exit .8 off I-640

FRIDAY, NoV. 18TH
IpM - Judy Groce, Knox Co. Ag. Ext. Service
"Gift Ideas for the Holidays"
4PM - Tootsie Neely' Elaine Ma30n - "Cer.terpieces"
SATURDAY,

Nov. 19TH -

BMWI porche Car Show In Farmer.' Truck Shed
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE LOVE KITCHEN
10 am - 11 Vicki Baumgartner - The Village Cafeteria
"Fall" Dishes with Acorn Squash & Easy Apple Pies"
11:15-12:30 - Grace Hao - Holiday Chinese Cooking

"Demonstration - Chin~se Dumplings & stir Fry"
lpm-1:45 - Deborah Walker-Vincent - 'Easy Pasta recipes for the
hectic holiday.'.
2PM CookBook Auction to benefit the LOVE KITCHEN, conducted by
Thompson Realty' Action.
Cookbooks signed and donated by:
Louise Durman - Knox News Sentinel II Grace Hao - Chinese
cooking with Grace II Walter' Anne Lambert - Cooking wI the
Noonday Chef, Vol II II Cooki .. ; wI David Duncan & David
Duncan's Holiday Classics /1 Deborah Walker Vincent's cookbook
"Feast or Famine, Culinary Survival Guide".
3-4:3Opm
SUNDAY,

Walter' Anne Lambert - Easy Holiday Treats
Nov. 20 -

BKKI Porche Car Show In Farmer5' Truck Shed
PROCEEDS BERBFIT THE LOVE KITCHEN
1:30-2:30 Margaret Hodge
The Golden Apple Restaurant
Charleston, TN "Healthy Holiday Ideas"
2:45-3:45 Paul Campbell, well known local cook
"Cajun Cooking for the Holidays"
4 -5:30 New Orleans style Jazz Blues wI Cindy Joseph and "Jay-Walkin" band.

ALL

SHOP THE MARKET FOR TB~: BEST SEL~C~ION OF HOLIDAY
GIFT BASKETS, TREATS, BARD-MADE CRAFTS AND UNIOUE ITMES

[OR T8K HOLIDAY BEASON --

THIS IS SUCH A WORTHY CAUSE & the hard-working
Ladies at the Love Kitchen ** Belen Ashe, Ellen Turner
*** , the many volunteers are the Most Appr e ciati ve
People You' 11 ever meet. PLEASE JOIN US 1 Thank You.

v
THE
LOVE

KITCHEN

WOULD UKE
TO THANK THE

FOLLOWING
INDIVIDUALS WHO

GAVE TO THE FALCONS
FOR FOOD FUNDRAIStNG
DRIVE TO HELP MAKE THIS
THANKSGIVING MEAL
POSSIBLE FOR THOSE IN NEED.

Rodn • ., S"",... 'V
~~tln

1l1c:o. bll

I6no! •• w.sc.M.,r.,

Alt4yX_..,.

Scott Aort .....
f'tNlli. $ct.,....,...
Erie O~(.(rr..;.,.
Jc.e8#t1ItJ')'

.,k"'n ley

~r""'R~,"
J.,,'f Oilli&Urt
A,.,y Altba.
Va,r..11 eonn
c..t...... ren
O .. u.,i .. 8o~t

Tc~

Goo. oi.. Best
CfW'f9~..

]~lt,:;~t-On
xl'

Ii.i~c_t

""n1., r~.owhill
lIorl<.,.

Thanksgiving dinner serVed

Andrew

Cut"r~r"O/News-Sentlnel staff

Ellen Turner, manager of the Love Kitchen, takes a break frQm cooking Thanksgiving"meals for the needy to hug old
friend Eddie Gib$on, who stopp~d by Thursday to visit. Love Kitchen was one of many charities feeding the needy.

1

"J. Miles Cary/News-Sentinei staff

Knoxville Mayor Victor Ashe, Gov.-elect Don Sundquist and Ellen Turner, from left, serve lunch at the Love Kitchen in East
lie on Thursday. Sundquist was in Knoxville kicking off more than two weeks of inaugural events.
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Codes problems are
delaying new home .
for Love Kitchen
Construction won-t be started
for another four or five weeks
of Community Tectonics said the
first set of drawings were not
done to scale, and "we had · to
Renovations to the Love spend time ... making measureKitchen's new building on Dr. ments."
Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue
"I'm the only one working on
have been delayed to correct the plans, and I'm having to do '
codes-related problems that were the architecture and everything."
holding up construction.
Guthrje said he had a prelimiHowever, commercial consul- nary meeting with city codes offitant Marilyn Haga said she al- cials, and there will be a review of
ready has received commitments revisions within two to three
for commercial kitchen equip- weeks.
.
ment for the kitchen, and it will
They noted the location of airconditioning and kitchen ducts,
be delivered as soon as possible.
"The architect said it's going to and the cement floor will have to
be another four or five weeks be- be ja'ckhammered to install
, fore they can start construction," plumbing and electrical lines,
said Helen Ashe, one of the twins Guthrie said.
Ashe said a new blueprint
who started the Love Kitchen
made changes in the placement of
more than eight years ago.
The Coleman Building former- rooms. She said the changes must
ly housed a printing company be made before the contractor
can get a permit for renovation.
that moved to a new facility.
Bill Ray, a lawyer and a Love
The building was acquired
with , city funds, and corporate Kitchen board member, said,
contributions will pay for reriova- "The problem . is turning an old
building used by a printing comtions for the Love Kitchen.
The location and size appeared pany since the 1940s into a modto be ideal for the sisters' ministry ern cooking and dining facility.
to the homeless, homebound and . That requires extensive renovaneedy. It is near the center of the tions."
Ray said the move was
population it serves, and the dining area will accommodate 96 achieved with donations of time,
people - a vast improvement money, equipment and services.
"A big part of .the delay is that
over the cramped quarters where
the sisters 'and their volunteers we depend a lot . on the good
currently prepare and serve graces of people who donate their
time," Ray said. "We're getting
meals each.week.
A new roof and guttering pre- multi-thousand dollars of donated
vented further damage from leak - . services, and we don't have a'
central clearing office to organize
ing water.
But architect Charlie Guthrie and get things done."

By Jacquelyn Brown
News-8entinel staff writer

elen Ashe, left, and Ellen Turner prepare Thanksgiving dinners for the needy today. Ellen Turner is slicing a turkey from Alabama
ov. Fob James, who lost a bet with Tennessee Gov. Su~dquist over the Tennessee-AlaQama football game.

Barna bird.
Governor's ·winning wager benefits hungry
V Jacquelyn Brown
News-Sentinel staff writer

Helen .Ashe, who runs The

Leading up to the Oct. 14 University of Love · Kitchen along with
mnessee victory over the -University of her sister, Ellen Turner,
abama, the slogan of the season was
said the frozen turkey
leat Barna."
Today, however, at least some of the
arrived on Nov. 15. 'It was .
Ive ,Kitchen's clientele will get a chance
an honor for the governor
"eat Barna" - turkey, that is.
The Volunteer-Crimson Tide football
to think of The Love ·
mpetition had reached such a fever pitch
Kitchen, ' said Ashe.
at even Gov. Fob James of Alabama and
)v~ Don Sundquist of Tennessee jumped
~o the fray with a good-natured wager turkeys, allowed that he would send
.
out the outcome of the game.
Sundquist and his family one of Alabama's
Sundquist said he was sure UT would finest in the unlikely event that Alabama
n - so sure, in fact, that he offered to should lose.
nd Alabama one of Tennessee's fine
The rest is history.
ms if the team lost.
Alabama went down to ignominious deJames. him ~plf n o c;;:.tr~ n crpr t o c::tMlttincr fPRt 4.1 -14. .

James sent a smoked turkey for Ten.
nessee's flrst family.
. Sundquist donated it to The Love
Kitchen in Knoxville, whose motto is, "Everybody is God's Somebody."
Helen Ashe, who runs The Love
Kitchen along with her sister, Ellen
Turner, said the frozen turkey arrived by
United Parcel Service on Nov. 15.
.
, "It was· an honor for the governor to
think of The Love Kitchen," said Ashe.
She said the turkey, weighing 16-17
pounds, was sliced in preparation for to. '
.
day's Thanksgiving meal.
. The Love Kitchen has been In operatIOn
for nine years, serving the elderly,
homebound, homeless and families' down
on their luck. An estimated 1,200 meals
will be served today.
As Ashe is fond of saying, "As long as
thev're hungry, we'll feed them."
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THE LOVE KITCHEN NEEDS YOUR BEL:
,

Helen and Ellen beg
Love Kitchen with a h(
a dream in 1986. That h
dream, through the gE
help and donations of I
nearing a maj or g
completion of the N eo
Kitchen building. T1:
urgently in need of yow
order to complete the 1
on time. Won't you pIe,
ll..---.:~~~:.l-~m~~~L.;;.~{;15t~~~ with your contribution.
HELEN ASHE AND ELLEN TURNER

iI A:)JCONTRiBUTIN'G -

"EVERYBODY IS GOD'S SONIEBODY" I to the completion of the

Please help us serve the needy and less fortunate I Love Kitchen's New
by making a cash donation to our special building I Building by my enclosed
.
gift of
fund for completIon of the new center at 2418 I $ _ _ __
Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. Come by and see our I Name'~_ _ _ __
progress.
I Address: - - - - -

I City/State/Zip~_ __

*

All' contributions will receive a receipt

for tax purposes.
This ad paid for by an anonymous donor

) The Love Kitchen
P.O. Box 6839
J Knoxville, Tn
1.31.~!1±6~9_ _ _ _ _

LOVE KITCHEN, INC.

The Sisters' Dream

r"'/

OPEN HOUSE
AND
DEDICATION CEREMONY
Monday, January 15, 1996
2418 Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee 37915
2:00 p.m.

("

CONGRATULATIONS to two Knoxville sisters
Helen Ashe and Ellen Turner who have received a
"Good as Gold" award from · Publishers Clearing
House Prize .Patrol.The ·sisters went to New York
City for a guest appearance on the Sally Jesse
.
Raphael show and got the tables turned on them.
They thought the show was about Good Samaritans,
but it turned out to be about people who have Won
things - and, in addition to the award, they Hhd
w9. n a $1 ~, 000 check from the Publishers Clearing
House PrIze Patrol. The sisters, who founded ~d
operate Love Kitchen, said they will use the money
to help finish renovating the new facility on Martin
Luther King Jr. Avenue .. Love Kitchen helps feed
Knoxville's elderly, homebound and homeless. The
show will air at 3 p.m. Friday, April 26, on WBIR,
Channel 10.
..
Margaret Bentlage/News-Sentlnel staff

'in sisters Ellen Turner, left, and Helen 'Ashe have been
erating the Love Kitchen since 1986._
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lJve Kitchen's founders
etsurprise $10,000 gift
BStaffrian Co~~urtney~#
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"This is the greatest sur~
priSe of our live~, and I'll tell'
%..~
ya, it came right on time," she
Love .tchen founders and added.
.
~rators Helen Ashe and Ellen
. The two plan to use the
rner received a big check money to help fmish renoyating
1 some well-deserved respect The Love Kitchen's new facility
!dnesday in New York City.
on Martin Luther King Jr. AveWhen the twin sisters jetted nue. Ashe said they have to be
to The Big Apple to tape an out of their present location, a
isode of the Sally Jesse two-room house on McCalla '
phaelshow, they had no idea Avenue, by the end of the
ey'd be returning with a month and will be moving into
),000 check from Publishers the new building whether it's '
~aring House Prize Patrol.
ready or not.
Ashe and Turner were told
. D a v e Sayer, he ado f
~ show,' which airs at 3 p.m.
Publishers Clearing House
iday, April 26, on WBIR' Prize Patrol Division, said that
annel 10, was about Good while the company regularly
maritans. In reality, it was awards money to charitable
out people who have won causes, they wanted to d9
ngs, and they were about to more . .
1 the winner's circle.
"We .wanted to do some"I've never been so happy in thing that recognizes the many
my life," Helen Ashe said in people out there who are sin)hone interview after the gle-handedly making a differ)w's ·taping.
ence;" he said.
.
In addition to the check for
Ashe and Turner started the
),000, Publishers Clearing Love Kitchen in 1986 in the
lu se Prize Patrol · Division basement of a church to help
ad Dave Sayer presented the feed Knoxville's elderly,
.r with one of 10 "Good As homebound and homeless.
ld" awards~ The awards rec"I'm still numb," Ashe said.
lize outstanding community "When I get back to Knoxville, .
lunteers from across everybody's going to have . to
lerica.
. pinch me to wake me up."
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By Ed M:arcurn
and Lolly Bowean
Staff writers

Ellen Turner and Helen
Ashe have received many honors
nnd awards for their work with
t he Love Kitchen, but members
(l~ a~ East Knoxville church say
It Ii tIme they receive recognition
: pecifically from Knoxville ' s
!)lack community.
That's one reason the Mattie
I~ . Coleman Memorial C.M.E.
(h urch has picked the twin
t I ~ t (' rs to be the honorees at the
\\'illi<: G. Simpson Layman Ban-

quet, which takes place. at 6 p.m.
Saturday, July 6, aL the East Side
TIv1CA, 3124 Wilson Ave.
"I don't recall a time that the
black community has come together to recognize them," said
the Rev. S. Manfred 1som, pastor of the church.
Congregations from other
black churches are expected to
join in the event, 1som said. Also,
a number of local dignitaries are
expected to speak , including
Knoxville Mayor Victor Ashe
and state Rep. Joe Armstrong,
D-Knoxville.
Dr. Calvin Bailey, pastor of
Fifth Avenue Baptist Church,

where the sisters attend, has also
been invited, as well as Phil
Bowen of the board of directors
of the Love Kitchen . Soloist
Wilma Bradson will perform.
Helen Ashe and Turner, who
had both operated a restaurant
for years before becoming nurses,
started the Love Y..itchen in 1986
in the basement of Bethel AME
Church on Parkview Avenue.
The Love Kitchen provides more
than 1,000 meals for the hungry
every Wednesday and Thursday.
They recently moved into a new
building at 2418 Martin Luther
King Jr. Ave.
The banquet, which is named

after the church layman, is the
first the Mattie E. Coleman
church has had in four years .
Simpson worked with other black
churches in Knoxville in order to
plan the event which honors outstanding members of the community each year. After Simpson
died four years ago the banquet
was no longer arranged; however,
the church is attempting to restart the annual occasion.
According to Helen Ashe, the
sisters feel honored and appreciate the recognition they are r~
ceiving from the black commumPlease see CHURCH, page S2

tion," she said.
1som at 544·0361.
Helen Ashe added, "We hope
"We thank Reverend Iso:
this will spark something that having the interest, insigh1
will wake our community up to courage to start a trend
the fact that there is a great need might wake up our commUJ
here, and maybe we will get more Helen Ashe said.
help from our people."
The sisters will be presented a '
plaque at the ceremony. Black
church members throughout
Knoxville are invited to attend.
For more information contact

Church
Continued from page S1

ty, but modestly admit that they
are not the only ones to be
praised.
"We've got a bunch of dedicated volunteers who we depend
on; they deserve the recogni-

! be! leve In C10d I 5 Ma5wr Plan in our I ive5
He moves people in and out of each others I s lives
and each leave5 his mark on the other,
In time, ~ou find that ~ou are made up of bits and
pieces of all those who ever touched ~our life,
I

And ~ou are more because of them and ~ou would
be less if the~ had never Uuched ~ou,
--Patrick Donovan

GOOD MORNING,
EAST TENNESSEE

ANN U A L

llie G. Simpson, Jr.
BAN QUE T

Wendy's helping to raise cash for The Love KitchE
en years ago, Helen Ashe and
Ellen Turner started The Love
Kitchen, a community ministry
that feeds homeless, needy and
homebound people.
Now, Wendy's restaurant diners
are helping Ashe and Turner with
The Love Kitchen's new center at
2418 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave.
Through the end of the year,
Wendy's is collecting donations
from customers through change
boxes, located inside about 20
restaurants and at drive-through
windows throughout the Knox area.
Wendy's hopes to help The Love
Kitchen in its efforts to continue
feeding the homeless and needy.

T
Sponsored by

\TTIE E. COLEMAN MEMORIAL

c.
1EME:

M E. CHURCH

"Empower ing God's
People To Serve
The community"

Clay Owen/News-Sentinel!

Helen Ashe, left, and sister Ellen Turner

EASTSIDE YMCA
3134 Wilson Avenue
Knoxville, Tenn. 37914
July 6, 1996
6:00

P~M~

STUDV :NG

Grins
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• A look at recent events in the news
that I?leased us ...
4

GOOD THINGS come in small packages, and Dr.
Richard Smith's small package of music audiotapes - is going to make good things happen
for the Love Kitchen. Smith, an orthopedic surgeon,
and some of his friends from the University of
. Tennessee' Medical Center. and elsewhere, . have
recorded a tape~ "Christmas Love: A Tribute to the
Love Kitchen." All of the proceeds are to be donated
to the charity, started by Ellen Turner and Helen
Ashe in 1986. The two women serve more than
1,000 meals to the hungry twice a week.
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The President's Service Award Citation
Trinity S.D.A. Church A\A{ord
-' ..
'

V ~!UDt~~r~ ~t th~ M~Dth
January - Frances Brown
February - Nathaniel Bassett
March - Dr. James and Linda Worden
April - Bill Roach
May - Leon Turner
June - Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
July - Bob and Bea Burnette
August - Hazel Gamble
September - Virginia Marsh
October - ' Mary V. Anderton
November - Joe and Sally Pace
December - Ken Porter

